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About This Game

Miami Cruise is a game inspired by retrowave aesthetics.
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You're a hovercar driver, on an infinite beautiful map, you need to dodge other cars that will come across in order to stay alive.

By getting close to them you will gain score and increase your combo, keep your feet on the accelerator if you want to keep your
combo, and never get off the road too long or you might die.

Your score will be published on the leaderboard, will you be the best among your friends.. or maybe in the world ?

Take a ride, and chill out.

Features :

 Arcade mode (solo)
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 Beautiful retrowave aesthetics

 Amazing synthwave tracks

 Controller support

 Steam leaderboard

 Steam stats & achievements

 Windows & Mac supported, Linux soon available
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Title: Miami Cruise
Genre: Action, Indie, Racing, Early Access
Developer:
MK Games
Publisher:
MK Games
Release Date: 20 Dec, 2018

 a09c17d780 

Minimum:

OS: Windows Vista SP1+

Processor: i3 1.8 ghz

Memory: 4 GB RAM

Graphics: GeForce GT 720 / Intel HD 520 or equivalent

DirectX: Version 10

Storage: 1 GB available space

English
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DIZ GAEM IZ STRONK. Oh, Pathologic 2. There\u2019s a lot to love here. This is a game that\u2019s doing a lot of things
right. In an era dominated by pre-occupations of catastrophe and apocalypse, while simultaneously stripping the concepts of all
sense of weight and gravity, Pathologic 2 actually respects what it\u2019s about. Not the easy-swallow McDoomsday from the
boardrooms of coked-up hedge-fund managers to the saliva-slick chins of flaccid neckbeards lacking the hair to push into a half-
cocked mohecan in the bathroom mirror. You\u2019re not gunning around a giant wasteland in an inexplicably souped up
vehicle with an inexplicably customised hand-cannon, blowing chunks out of legions of factory-line bad-guys while disposable
marionettes dampen their panties on your pulsating biceps. Thank God.

Pathologic actually gets it. The game world isn\u2019t a sprawling waste of pointless Points of Interest crowded by meaningless
NPCs and who act like vending machines for items, EXP, and polygonal sex as seems to be de rigueur today. Pathologic\u2019s
world is ten times smaller than something like Skyrim\u2019s world but is ten times the world that Skyrim is.

The thought screen is great. It lays out the real heart of the game, in which you will be forced to make choices and see where
they take you. This increasingly sprawling web of interactions and consequences constantly grows over time and I\u2019m a
sucker for meaningful complexity that directly interacts with the core elements of a game. There are decisions to take that
actually seem to matter here, the game is not waiting around for you and it\u2019s refreshing to see this in a world where
developers and publishers feel the need to give all players all things all the time, lest someone complain about missing out or
doing something wrong, etc.

The writing is deliberately dramatic, following the background themes of theatrics. Various characters appear as sort of
unnerving stage hands, while others present themselves in a sort of director role. The dialogue is deliberately odd in fitting with
the disjointed and disconnected setting in conjunction with the theatrical so it all meshes together into a very striking and
unusual prose style. I have a feeling that a fair number of people will write the dialogue off as simply opaque, but I\u2019d
propose that this is missing the wood for the trees. Spend a few hours picking out the themes in the language and the direction
starts to become clear. There is a warped internal logic to the community that solidifies the more you\u2019re exposed to, and
immersed in, the setting. It\u2019s a much needed dose of character that is sorely missing in an industry whose most extreme
concept of the alien and impenetrable amounts to \u2018Norway\u2019.

The setting itself is fascinating and bleak and refreshingly uncompromising. The steadily escalating horror doesn\u2019t wait
for you to dictate the pace and direction of its advance. It is there and it is coming whether you are ready or not. This might not
make it the most immediately accessible game, but what kind of child needs everything to be all-accessible all the time? It is one
of the most unique settings I have come across in years, in a wasteland of apocalyptic game settings that boil down to little more
than \u2018end-of-civilisation-by-numbers\u2019. Pathologic dares to have its own character and for that reason alone it
deserves recognition.

The optimisation needs some serious work. My rig should eat this game alive, but I find that I hover at about 80 FPS with
frequent drops below 40 and juddering stutters that bring the game to a wholesale stop for a second or two. On its own it\u2019s
not game breaking, I haven\u2019t had it occur during a fight, but occasionally walking down the street becomes a muscle-
spasm of locomotion.

For the most part Ice-pick Lodge have not made the survival-Tamogotchi mistakes of games like Ark. Pathologic 2 generally
gets the balance right. The meters aren\u2019t overly intrusive, your exhaustion drains at a reasonably slow rate, you\u2019re
not instantly going to die for being exposed to the plague and your thirst is manageable. Those meters stay in the back of your
mind. They influence your decisions and you will find yourself planning routes around town that take those factors into
consideration. How far from a bed are you, is there a plague district in the way and is that going to impact the route? If you
sprint do you have the water to top your thirst up and will your exhaustion allow for sprinting? They inform, rather than infest
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the gameplay.

That is, except for the hunger. The hunger breaks the entire game. That isn\u2019t hyperbole. You can never eat enough in this
game. A breakfast of two entire cows, three fish, and a barrel of nuts will see the Haruspex\u2019s insatiable appetite only
slightly assuaged, and he will be literally starving to death by lunchtime if you\u2019re careful never to run anywhere and avoid
all fights. Otherwise you might make it to mid-morning. This is a game where food is an increasing rarity, so you go into it
expecting to be hungry at least some of the time. That\u2019s fair enough. The grim acceptance of hunger, complimenting the
setting\u2019s themes, works if you also expect that the hunger can be managed and avoided with reasonable forethought. The
hunger works if, like all the other statistics, it\u2019s in the background.

The hunger meter devours the rest of the experience. The actual meat of the game comes between meals. Basic extrapolation
suggests from the outset that there is no way to appease the Haruspex\u2019s abyssal stomach and this becomes ever more
apparent with every passing day. The unfortunate reality is that starvation in Pathologic 2 isn\u2019t a potential extra danger to
consider, it\u2019s an inevitability that is wildly beyond your control, a futility that you will spend the vast majority of your
time trying to stave off.

\u201cBut that\u2019s the point of the game\u201d some will screech. They will be the first keyboard warriors to insist that
they\u2019re a survivalist navy seal who gets into starvation fuelled knife fights in the disease-smeared alleyways of a steppe
town every single day, and this is exactly how real hunger works and you should \u2018fite them irl\u2019. They\u2019re very
proud of themselves for keeping a number above zero and you should be scared of them because they can do that. These people
have clearly been playing a vastly different game to me. Pathologic 2 isn\u2019t an abstract juggling simulator. Pathologic 2 is a
game about making difficult choices and negotiating a web of interconnected relationships in an increasingly hostile
environment. It\u2019s not about eating all of the Tendies.

This is made worse by the fact that death in this game comes with consequences. In theory I\u2019m all for this, so long as I can
avoid them. Dying in Pathologic 2 gives you permanent penalties that will stay with you when you resurrect at your last
checkpoint. That\u2019s fine if you can reasonably avoid dying or you can look at what you did wrong and learn from it.
That\u2019s not the case here. Worse, you can resurrect on the brink of death by starvation which you are literally incapable of
avoiding. At which point you are trapped in an exponentially punitive death-spiral from which there is no escape, and there is
literally no reason to continue playing.

It\u2019s such a disappointingly avoidable problem. People have been pointing out, for the better part of a decade, that over-
tuning stat meters, until they become a tedious nannying exercise, is an artificial and immersion-murdering way of increasing
difficulty. And there is so much in this game to like, largely because it seems like they avoided the stupid pit-fall of building a
game around meter-balancing first and considering everything else second.

So I can\u2019t recommend it. I desperately wish that I could. If they patch it to work in a reasonable fashion, then I will be the
first in line to change my recommendation. Until then, avoid.. As I said in the PotFF, such fine piece of soundtrack deserves a
lossless format (FLAC), because it is in MP3 192 kb\/s. Please, take note, dear Reality Pump \/ Topware!. It's real fun, and even
though it's buggy, the devs are active, also in multiplayer, and I have faith it will be a great game!

It's not an in-depth manager, I hope they will improve on that in the future. Once you have done a few races and get a hang of
the controls it's a real blast! This is a multiplayer racing game where you can only blame yourself for getting bumped off the
track :). This is creative, scary, and hilarious. THANK U. First of all, this is a really cool soundtrack. Worth about few bucks
because the tracks are short. Most of the tracks are great (except few). If you are planning to buy it I can bravely say: Steam has
the lowest price. (If you don't want to pay double or triple avoid Amazon and iTunes).. Play it for few minutes and I love the
simplicity. It relaxing but I need to really know how the game works. Since I'm not reallly good play as a God.

100% will be a God again.. Graphics freeze constantly on my machine. Game continues working but nothing changes on screen
so it's unplayable. Got an hour and a bit on my initial playing of the game and no more then 10 minute stretches after that.. This
game is absolutely lovely,
It hits you in the heart and I really feel connected to the main character.
If you're not sure if you should buy this game; watch this video it's a play through of the first chapter.
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=_gkIYNEm_d8&t=25s
. terrible just trash,
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Easily the best out of every individual character, since this is basically four characters in one (each character taking up one of
the style slots, including the hidden barebones style being Cyber Sub Zero!), but in the end you're -still- better off getting
Kombat Pack 2, giving you all the characters and more at a far better value.. By pay to win i thought it would take longer to get
the weapons...nope everything in the game is locked behind a paywall. Having only barely known about "hacking" games, I
decided to give it a shot, as this game was on sale for 2\u20ac. I found myself having mixed feelings about it, and writing a lot,
so bear it with me. (skip to the last paragraph, above the PS, if in a hurry)

Right off, you notice that the game doesn't support 16:9 or 16:10 resolutions and the text is small and hard to see, and nothing
can be done about that. Still, I was intrigued and started playing. The intro of the story lacks a bit of depth and background, but
you get the idea. The game is mainly played in a command-line console, with some other monitor screens that are the same
throughout the game. Although the atmosphere is right (the music, though not brilliant, helps) the presentation is limited and
repetitive, there's not much to see. Essentially, the gameplay is that of a slow paced puzzler where in each "level" you have to
figure out the best way to complete the objectives (gain access to computers\/systems, steal files\/money, upload
viruses\/trojans, etc etc) by taking down security measures (passwords, encryption) in various nodes\/computers in that screen,
and also finding "hidden" ones. Each action raises your trace level; if it gets to 100% you get traced and loose. You\u2019ll have
to delete \u201cfootprints\u201d of your activities and pay your ISP to reset your IP, etc, to manage that and avoid getting
traced. It is very non-linear, you can never be sure what the best way to proceed is, and there are non-essential things you can do,
which may or may not be to your advantage: for instance, you may find a link to new servers that have money to steal, but they
can also have nothing of interest and only serve to increase your trace level. Also, you'll have to figure out if you'll risk spending
money to upgrade your rig or save it to decrease the trace level when needed, which is always a tough choice. That said,
progressing through the level and finding out what to do is mostly interesting, and the "exploration" involved actually makes you
feel like you are "unwrapping" what happened, and helps telling the story and getting the plot forward.

In the first two missions you have lots of help, which is nice if you start off without any knowledge about the series and\/or
command lines in general. In the third mission you\u2019re more on your own, and that\u2019s interesting. Then, I realized that
your trace level sometimes carries from mission to mission (which was not explained), and you may find yourself in a situation
where you raised it too high or didn\u2019t get enough money on previous levels to have \u201croom to breathe\u201d to
complete the next one. If that\u2019s the case, all you can do is start from the very beginning of the game (!) which is extremely
frustrating. There is no multiple save game slots, just the one! And there is no saving in the middle of a mission either! The
fourth mission I found VERY difficult because of this. Then, on the fifth one, EVEN MORE DIFFICULT, I finally managed to
proceed, but disregarding some \u201cinstructions\u201d that were provided which supposedly I should have followed to get to
the next level, which was a little confusing!! But apparently, there's (always?) more than one way to get past the level(s?). So,
one can safely say the game is challenging and difficult.

All this would still be ok, but the ending, let's just say, is just very abrupt, anti-climatic and unsatisfying. It's really a pity, I mean
it wouldn't hurt to write some more lines of text and close the story properly...

In short, the game has some fun if you like the hacking\/command-line thing, but it is very a challenging game. Maybe that's
part of the point of the game, but with the poor presentation, being repetitive, having a very bad ending, and sometimes being
extremely punishing by making you start from the very beginning, I fear that unless you are very passionate about IT\/hacking
and also like very hard puzzles, it will more likely frustrate you than provide you with fun.

(PS: comparing with the original game (Hacker Evolution), though, this one is better. Not going much into it, the previous one is
even more punishing with some game-breaking flaws in the mechanics, imo. After finishing this one and playing a little of the
first one, I find myself surprisingly cheering for this one. So, all things considered, if you want to try one, I recommend trying
this one rather than the original.). the more maps the better.. Amazing game, its just boring with no one here playing it, also,
how do you activate bots, i cant turn them on

Thy Sword on Episode 398 of Matt Chat!:
Thomas "Bahototh" (Graphic Artist) did an interview with Matt Barton about the development of Thy Sword and Retro
influences. Check out his great channel - Matt Chat: a gold mine for Indie fans, Retro gamers and game history nerds.

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=mLKF9WKc0uY&t=37s[/url]

. Quick how to play video:
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Here is a quick walkthrough on the basics for our upcoming demo. (sorry about the loud BG sound)

Don't forget to join our discord to meet other players and report bugs!
https://discord.gg/8SCcKcY

https://youtu.be/Bgz1DpWDbfs. Deiland Available On Steam On August 9!:

You are to become the pathfinder on the planet Deiland. The life of a pioneer is exciting and full of labors. You will have to set
up your new home, gather resources, craft improvised tools, interact with other characters, and even to protect the planet from
outsiders and raiders!

The wait is almost over, so prepare for a landing!. In Development - New Sewers!:

Working on the branching system and the sewers quest over the weekend made me realize the sewers are one of the oldest
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things in the game. I added them very early in HammerHelm's development, so probably 4+ years ago! They're basically just
boxes, which is kinda boring looking and not very sewer like.

The new ones will have a more curved look with rooms and corners being square. More like tunnels. I also want to make the
ceiling lower than the current sewers, which I also think is more fitting for sewers.

By contrast, here's the screenshot of the current sewers that I took yesterday using the original assets. I hope you agree the new
look is way better!

Lots of different things going on! Maybe a bit too many. You'd think as someone who does Project Management for a living
that I'd be better at keeping myself focused. Time to pick a couple of things and finish them up so I can get them in game! . 
Optimization Test Build - Alpha 13:
Updated the test build to include a couple of tweaks and fixes. The old system was causing blocking walls that shouldn't be
visible to appear once the camera was facing them. This should no longer happen. Also updated to the part of the system that
handles Townspeople.

As an example, this scene without the optimization turned on was about 70FPS on my dev machine at 2560x1440 with most
every setting turned up.
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With the new system, it's almost 100!

To get the test build you can follow the instructions from the previous announcement.

https://steamcommunity.com/games/664000/announcements/detail/1617266323454962541
Also a quick update on the new art. Things have been going a bit slow with the armor and weapons but I think we're back on
track now. Hoping to have something to show by next weekend. Likewise, we're making some changes to the new trees and also
working on some addition trees including a couple of cherry blossoms (to replace the pink trees at the ruins), a weeping willow,
and a pine tree.

I did a quick test with the new trees just to get some performance data. Note, this screenshot is the same tree with the same
color leaves, the actual map will have more variety of tree shapes and leaf colors.
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I'm really happy with the look of these trees. They match the characters so much better than the current trees. Once I add all of
the other tree varieties it'll look even better!

Once all the environment art is done, I'll be changing out the world map assets. More than likely this will coincide with the new
weapons and armor, so it should be a big art update. . Megadimension Neptunia VIIR NOW AVAILABLE on Steam
with a Deluxe Pack!:

Megadimension Neptunia™ VIIR is NOW AVAILABLE on Steam! The Steam version will include English, Japanese, and
Traditional Chinese subtitles!
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The base price of the game is $39.99 and will have a WEEKLONG 25% OFF Discount. That means you can get the game for
only $29.99! On top of the weeklong sale, users can save more with the permanent 10% off discount available for the 
Complete Deluxe Set, which includes the game, all DLC, and Deluxe Pack contents.

Deluxe Pack ($9.99) includes:. Update 1.0.2 (public release):
Dear point and click lovers,

after several days of intensive testing we are happy to announce that Eselmir's update v1.0.2, previously on beta, has passed the
various tests and is now available as official public update for everyone.

The annoying bugs that afflicted a part of players (invisible characters, crazy mouse cursor, frequent crashes, ...) has been
corrected. The upgrade to a newer version of the game engine (Visionaire Studio 4.2.5) also made possible to halve the size of
the game, increase its stability and the framerate. Savegames between 1.0.2 "beta" and 1.0.2 "public" are compatible.

Warning: unfortunately the savegames of the previous public version (1.0.1) don't work with the new current version
(1.0.2). Don't worry: if you had no problems playing, you can go back to the previous version at any time and keep the
savegames intact! How? Very simple: Right click on "Eselmir and the five magical gifts" on your Steam library. Select
"Properties". Select "v1.0.1 - Jan 12, 2018" under the "Betas" tab.

You can then always switch back to the current 1.0.2 public version choosing "NONE - Opt out of all beta programs".

This update concerns only the PC version.

Thank you again for your valued suggestions, feedback and for your interest in our old fashioned point and click adventure
game! Feel free to report us any issue: we put our heart and soul in the game and we don't want that you can't appreciate it for
some random bugs :)

To get more on the latest news follow us on Facebook[www.facebook.com] or Twitter.

-Stelex Software. Patch 1.0.4:
Hi, we have uploaded a new maintenance patch:

-Galaxy 3 available on King of the Galaxy mode.
-Improved performance when breaking multiple red boxes.
-Fixed music bug when restarting from a downfall while time wrap is active.

We are working on improving the game, so if you find any issue just drop us a line.

Cheers!
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